Child ID & Finger Print Kit

The Children Safety Books child ID & finger print kit was designed for the soul propose for parents to keep a detailed record of their children just in case you may need it one or as a loving memory of you kit and the fun time you spent doing the kit.

### Child ID Card
- Print card on favorite paper
- Cut out
- Paste photo in photo area
- Laminate if desired

### Child ID Card for shoes
- Just copy and place in Child's shoe

---

**How to Fingerprint Your Child**

Whether you obtain a kit from a police department or purchase it yourself online, the kit should come with detailed instructions for taking fingerprints effectively. Purchase a kit that has room to record an entire handprint, so that each fingerprint can be identified. Have your child press his or her hand onto the inkpad (most kits use nontoxic ink) and then press the hand onto the fingerprint card.

Be careful not to get too much ink on the finger or hand, as this will not produce a well-defined fingerprint. Also be sure not to smudge the fingerprint, or this will make it unusable.

If your child is two years old or younger, ask your local law enforcement if it would be better to take a palm or footprint, as your child's fingerprints may not be fully developed.

Though a person's fingerprints remain constant throughout life, the print becomes more well-defined as a child ages, so re-taking your child's fingerprints as they get older will ensure that you have the clearest print for your records.

Once a child reaches age 10, his fingerprints will be fully defined, so there is no need to repeat fingerprinting after this age.